
ITV Powerbank // Right here, right now   
Insights to keep you positively charged



Client strategy & planning remit

To build longer term relationships with clients, 
drawing on ITV’s expertise and knowledge base  so we 
can help their brands connect meaningfully with the 

nation at large.



Client strategy & planning remit

Harnessing the powerful 
truths of culture and 

audiences

Building 
ITV’s effectiveness

POV

Providing strategic 
inspiration for briefs

Helping clients
try new things



A story in two parts

How 
people are 
responding 

How 
brands can 

respond 



How people are responding 



Using our understanding of human needs, rituals and routines –
alongside cultural intelligence - we've explored the different ways 

that British culture is adapting to the ‘new normal’. 



It’s not that kind of report… 



The human context  

Me really enjoying this time to work on myself! 

What we will explore in this section 

How is mainstream 
culture adapting? 
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The human context



“From this evening, I must 
give the British people a very 

simple instruction…
you must stay at home” 

Boris Johnson

We are in unprecedented and uncertain times



A real cultural shift 

To...
A culture on pause

From…
A culture of busy



Entertain

ITV continues to blend the light and the shade

Lift Spirits In Touch



ITV has a role to play
We can help people reframe the challenge at hand…

To...
Safe at home

From…
Stuck at home



The need for 
togetherness, belonging 

and participation 

The need to work 
out who you are in 
relation to others  

The need to achieve, 
develop and learn as 

a person 

The need to 
feel good 

SOURCE: ITV Livewires, Human Needs

The uncertainty is impacting our four core 
human needs

Social 
Connection Identity Ability Pleasure



Humans don’t deal well 
with a lack of control
We naturally have a desire for certainty and familiarity 
and without it we can feel anxious and powerless. 

SOURCE: ITV Livewires, Human Needs



... our traditional framework of familiarity is in flux 

Quite difficult right now 
considering you can’t 

leave the house!

Mother’s Day was a 
real winner this year

Self-care rituals are 
booming 

Families are embracing 
quality time at the 

breakfast table (for all of 
15mins before it 

descends into chaos!)  

Experiences Traditions Rituals Routines



Yet, we are incredibly adaptable

Life does try and find a way:

• We’ve got to stay home... but we can do it in 
comfort

• We can’t go to the beer garden in the sun... but 
we can have beers in our garden in the sun 

• We might feel a bit wobbly at times... but we can 
take joy from the simple and support each other 



How is mainstream culture adapting?



Five themes
How British culture is responding to feelings of uncertainty...

Power of 
kindness

Reassurance 
and 

resilience
Creativity Laughs and 

levityWellbeing



Society is reappraising two small but powerful words 
#bekind.

Analysing conversations, we see a groundswell of small 
but important actions, such as:
• Hand-posting letters with personal info to neighbours 

who may need emergency help
• Sharing LinkedIn details of freelancers who have lost 

contracts
• Supporting local businesses in the community facing 

tough trading times

1. Power of Kindness 

KEY LANGUAGE: 
#bekind, community, look after each other, key workers, 
keeping company, neighbourly assistance, don’t be selfish 



“I have set up a Whatsapp group with West Wickham Mums, we 
are going to check on the elderly people on our street and bring 

shopping to them.”



Key insight 
A couple of weeks ago the hashtag #bekind was trending for very 

different reasons. The virus has brought with it a very serious need for 
people and communities to support each other in this anxious world and 
how every small act of kindness can add up to a national feeling that we 

are in in together.



The Brits are known for our ‘Dunkirk’ spirit – in 
times of adversity, we tend to dig deep and get it 
done together.

This attitude is culturally prevalent now as a way 
of coping in times of uncertainty and motivating 
people to stay strong while #stayhome. 

People are seeking reassuring narratives, facts and 
experts to help them navigate uncertainty. 

This Morning reassures the public 
to not panic buy toilet roll

Instagram’s ‘stay at home’ 
sticker is trending 

2. Reassurance and resilience 

KEY LANGUAGE: 
#stayhome, camaraderie, in it together, stay 
strong, ‘one day at a time’, adapting, keep going



“I’ve resigned myself to having a tough few months, and when it gets 
me down I think about how much worse it could be. There’s still 

plenty for me to enjoy in life so I’m going to stay strong.”



Key insight 
Brits are channelling a resilient ‘dig deep’ spirit as a coping 

mechanism to uncertainty. In many ways, the wheels keep turning 
and people are craving some sense of normality and familiarity. 



The nation is accepting we may be spending a good 
few months indoors, maybe with kids in tow! This 
has led to an influx of creativity and craft.

• Carving out a place for creative thought in a 
cramped home

• Getting crafty with the kids
• Learning at home
• Indulging in creative hobbies

Creating sanctuaries 
/enclaves of private 

space at home 

3. Creativity 

KEY LANGUAGE: 
Crafting, kids homeschooling, learn something 
new, organising/decluttering, collaborating, 
pausing for thought



“I took a calligraphy course years ago. I haven’t done it for years 
because life got too busy, but now I’ve got all this time on my hands, 

whenever I’m feeling stressed or anxious about what’s in the news, I’ll 
just do some calligraphy.”



Key insight 
It can all fit a bit overwhelming at the moment. Creative 

ways to pass our time are in need for keeping anxious 
thoughts at bay and little fingers busy.  



For many, life is slowing down all of a sudden. In 
this moment of pause, the nation is embracing the 
simple pleasures in life - if only to prevent feelings 
of stir craziness!

Whether it’s enjoying a good book, getting out in 
the garden, in-home exercise or buying comforting 
homeware – we are conscious of how this time 
could impact our mind, bodies and souls. 

4. Wellbeing

KEY LANGUAGE: 
Self-care, connection, comfort, binge watch, 
wellbeing, reading, time, gratitude, me-time, 
mood, mindfulness, feel-good, small wins, little 
joys, exercise, ‘dreaming of outside’



“I am taking this time to reconnect with my family, it has made me 
realise we are all so focused on work we do not have time to have 

conversations with each other.” 



Key insight 
Despite many having kids in tow 24/7 many people across the 

nation are talking about how the cultural climate is giving them a 
chance to reconnect with themselves, their family, their homes 

and nature in ways they couldn’t before.



We’re going to need a steady stream of gifs, Tik
Tok videos, videoing family and friends and 
having kitchen discos to to get us through this!

Everyone is in need of a mood uplift to keep 
their spirits high and the sharing of silly stuff is 
a welcome respite.  

5. Laughs and Levity 

KEY LANGUAGE: 
Memes, in it together, uplifting, lighten the 
mood, house party app, escapism, just dance, 
in need of a laugh



“The daily meme stream is what’s getting me through. I’ll think 
I’m feeling really rubbish about the situation, then I’ll see that 

one of my mates is doing something weird in isolation or 
sharing a ridiculous gif and I’m instantly cheered up.”



Key insight 
The struggle is real! And yet, tomfoolery is rife, memes are aplenty, 

kitchen discos are happening via House Party app and our national pastime 
of trying to laugh it off is out in force. If you don’t 

laugh, you’ll cry. 



Summarising the demands from the nation

Social 
Connection Ability Identity

Social distancing ‘stay home’ 
In touch 

Party spirit
Salute keyworkers

Support the vulnerable

Physical/mental 
challenges

Reassurance and 
guidance

Creativity 
Self-expression

Culture 

Pleasure

Comfort
Familiarity

Entertainment
Little joys

Warm humour 



How brands can respond 



Opportunity to grow 
and maintain cheap and 

effective SOV  

Long periods off-air 
are likely to weaken 

brand health

Long periods off air will 
likely damage a brand’s 

market share

Your customers will 
remember the brands 

that jumped ship 

1 2 3 4

Why it's beneficial to continue advertising



Some simple rules of engagement 

Activity should…

Be sensitive to new attitudes, 
feelings and behaviours 

Have a clear and appropriate 
consumer benefit

Link to your brand and its role 
in the world 

Activity should not…

Be contradicting the current 
societal and behavioural guidance

Appear to be profiteering 
in a crisis

Come across as short term 
and 

opportunistic 



What are people really looking for? 

Vs. 



Immediate
action

Striking the 
right tone 

Playing 
a role 

Some thoughts on how brands can respond… 



Be honest and transparent

In these tricky times brands are naturally going to 
struggle - especially when it comes to stock 

supply, NPD and response times. Adopting an 
honest and transparent approach keeps 

consumers in the loop and manages 
expectations. 

Actions Tone Role 



Make sure you’re listening 

While certain categories will be dealing with 
unprecedented levels of consumer contact, it’s 

important that brands show they’re listening and 
prioritising the key issues consumers are facing. 

Actions Tone Role 



Look after your own 

A brand says a lot about themselves by the 
way they treat their staff - brands that are 

protecting and reassuring their own will win 
the hearts of the nation at this time of 

difficulty. 

Actions Tone Role 



Go big on a clear benefit 

There’s a lot of information out there, especially 
now. Brands  need to identify the key benefit 

they’re offering in the current context and double 
down on it. They should also be thinking about their 

(different) audiences and what matters most to 
them right now. 

Actions Tone Role 



Think about your media

Consumer day-to-day behaviours have been 
disrupted and altered beyond recognition. This 
makes some media less of an opportunity, but 
others, like TV, a bigger one than ever before. 
Brands should be thinking about how they can 
get creative with media, and put themselves 

where they know the nation will be. 

Actions Tone Role 



Keep it clear and concise 

People are experiencing 
information overload 

and brands should think 
carefully about how to 

strike a clear and concise 
tone in communications. 

Cutting to the chase is 
probably a good thing.  

Actions Tone Role 



Brands are a sign of societal 
normality - their presence is in itself 

reassuring. When the world is 
looking for stability and consistency, 
brands should think about how they 
can do their best to reassure. (Even 
just being there might be enough). 

Reassure where you can Actions Tone Role 



Bring some levity 

Brits tend to deploy humour as a defence 
mechanism - and there is space and flex 

to bring some levity to the situation. But, 
brands need to really think about 

whether this is true to their identity. 
Jokes badly made will be remembered. 

(If you’re a joker ) 

Actions Tone Role 



Uplift the nation 

We’re all going to have our ups 
and downs in the coming 

months, so brands are in a 
powerful position to provide the 
inspiring messaging that could 

help us all feel empowered 
rather than helpless and positive 

rather than glum. 

Actions Tone Role 



Remove the new frictions 

Life has changed beyond 
recognition and lockdown 
brings a lot of new pain-

points to daily life. 
Powerful brands are always  
thinking about how best to 
remove frictions - now they 

should be thinking about 
how to remove the fast 

appearing
new ones. 

Actions Tone Role 



Be generous 

The spirit of generosity and 
kindness is at the heart of 
the zeitgeist as people sit 
tight and the nation deals 

with the crisis. Brands should 
be thinking about how they 
can do their bit, for those 

who really need it. 

Actions Tone Role 



Come together 

The old rivalries that pitted 
brands against each other 
are not only irrelevant but 
insensitive at a time where 
the nation needs to come 

together. Brand need to park  
their competitions and 

working together to help out.

Actions Tone Role 



Spread the altruism

As the nation goes into 
lockdown and people take 

time to reflect, a strong 
desire to ‘help’ is emerging. 
Never has community spirit 

and appetite for altruism 
been so strong. Brands 

should consider how they 
can help people help others. 

Actions Tone Role 



Reinvent what you do
(Where appropriate) 

In times of global crisis, 
consumer need-states change, 
and certain ones become more 
urgent. Smart brands are using 

their resources to help bring the 
most-needed products and 

services to people - even if that’s 
outside their usual specialism. 

Actions Tone Role 



Create new, meaningful moments

Our familiar rituals and 
routines have been 

disrupted, but our need 
and desire for them has 

not been quashed. Brands 
are thinking about how 
they can help facilitate 
the old routines in new 

ways and create new ones 
full of relevance, meaning 

and reward. 

Actions Tone Role 



Inspire wellbeing  

There has been an swell in commitment 
to personal and collective wellbeing. 

Many of us are thinking about how we 
achieve a balance of mind, body and 
soul and for certain brands this offers 

up a clear role to help. 

Actions Tone Role 



Actions Tone Role Use cultural clout for good

Brands with powerful cultural clout 
can turn  this to the greater good -
finding new and resonant spaces to  

communicate the key bits of essential 
information. 



In summary 

Immediate
Action

Striking the 
right Tone 

Play 
a role 

Be honest and transparent
Make sure you’re listening

Look after your own 
Go big on a clear benefit
Think about your media 

Keep it clear and concise 
Reassure where you can 

Bring some levity 
Uplift the nation 

Remove new frictions 
Be generous 

Come together 
Spread the altruism 

Reinvent what you do 
Create new moments 

Inspire wellbeing 
Use cultural clout for good



One final thing… 

“… Then there’s the ‘responsible majority’ of brands. These brands may not be 
stealing the headlines with extraordinary sacrifices, nor eliciting the condemnation 

and outrage that follows the reckless, but they are still worth our attention… Just as it 
is the human responsible majority that will make the difference in terms of ‘flattening 
the curve’, so too will it be this middle majority of brands whose collective action will 

help soften the economic impact of the crisis. Because, in order to emerge with an 
economy that is robust enough to bounce back, we need to invest in it right now… 

And, there is a further, perhaps less obvious benefit attached to marketing ‘business 
as usual’ because brands themselves can act as symbols of normality.”

Kate Waters, Director of Client Strategy and Planning, ITV 



Thank you 
Any questions, please get in touch with Kate Waters

Kate.waters@itv.com


